This paper uses the market Structure-Conduct-Performance framework to analyze male shirt brands in the Chinese market. In the research process of domestic male shirt market behavior and performance, it is verified that the domestic male shirt market structure is a competitive structure. China's men's shirt industry has gradually matured, and a single big situation has passed.
Introduction
The market structure-conduct-performance framework is an important tool for analyzing industrial organizations. The theory was proposed by American economist Bain and is a commonly used theory of industrial organization. The market structure is the environment in which the economy operates, the market behavior is the way of economic operation, and the market performance is the operational effect of the economy. Through the analysis of the domestic men's shirt market through three factors, it can make a reasonable assessment of the domestic men's shirt market and provide a reference direction for the development of the domestic men's shirt industry.
Overview of the Development of the Male Shirt Industry in the Domestic Market
The current men's shirt market is very dynamic. According to the statistics of the China National Business Center, from 2015 to 2016, the sales growth of men's shirts among the top 100 large-scale retail enterprises nationwide exceeded 8%. This increase is the highest among all types of apparel sales. In 2017, Youngor men's shirts led the other brands with a market share of 6.53%, the second and third were Goldlion (2.84%) and Jiu Joeone (2.19%) . Not only that, Youngor is the first in the market share of men's shirts for 17 years, and Youngor men's shirts are the country's first inspection-free export products. According to the data sample given by the China Business Federation in 2016, Youngor has the largest market share of men's shirts in both first-and third-tier cities, as shown in Table 1 . By 2011, the total market value of Youngor Group reached 60 billion yuan, and the financial strength was very strong. However, compared with the overall market share of 13.2% in 1999, the market share of Youngor men's shirts is shrinking, and the market share of Youngor men's shirts is constantly being eaten by domestic and foreign brands. Jeep Joeone JackJones From another perspective, China's accession to the WTO has a certain impact on domestic men's shirt brands. In 1999, the top 10 men's shirts were domestic brands, and after more than a decade, the pattern of men's shirts in the domestic market has changed a lot. Many domestic shirt brands have left the TOP10 list and replaced them with overseas brands such as Shachi, Pierre Cardin and Playboy. 
Analysis of the Domestic Men's Shirt Market Structure
The main factors determining the market structure are: market concentration, product differentiation, and market advancement and retreat. The above factors that determine the structure of the market are mutually influential. When a certain factor changes, it will lead to changes in other factors in the market structure, thus changing the market structure characteristics of the industry. According to the data of these years, it can be calculated that the current domestic male shirt market is a competitive market structure, and the degree of differentiation of each male shirt product is not obvious. The barriers for companies to enter or exit the market are not high, and new faces of men's shirt brands are constantly appearing in the market.
Market Concentration
Market concentration refers to the market share occupied by a few of the largest companies (usually the top four, the top five and the top eight) in a particular market, and refers to the concentration of production and operation in a particular industry. The system concentration can be directly calculated from the market share of the first few companies in the industry. The calculation formula (1) is:
CRn= (1) Where: CRn is the industry concentration of the top n companies in the industry; n is the total number of enterprises in the industry; it is the market share of the i-th enterprise in the industry.
According to the sales situation of the national key large-scale shopping mall clothing brand in 1999, the domestic male shirt market value can be calculated as 35.1%, with a value of 52.8%. According to Bain's market structure classification, it can be seen that the domestic male shirt market in 1999 was an oligopolistic IV market structure. By 2002, the value of the Chinese men's shirt market had dropped to 24.52%. As shown in Table  3 , the market structure at this time was a competitive market type. By 2014, the market value of men's shirts has further decreased. Despite the lack of accurate occupancy of Goldlion and Pierre
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Cardin, the overall trend of value is declining. After 2014, the value reduction rate slowed down. By the end of 2016, the industrial concentration of men's shirts in China was only 13.44%. At this time, the domestic men's shirt industry is very competitive. 
Entering the Exit Barrier
Due to the high degree of free competition in the domestic men's shirt market, the entry barrier for the male shirt market is currently lower than in 1999. Especially in the clothing industry cluster area, because of its good location advantage, the industry entry barrier is even lower. Due to the high degree of competition, it can be seen that the ranking of male shirt brand share has changed greatly between 2014 and 2016. Pierre Cardin fell out of the top 4, and Goldlion climbed from the third to the fifth, Joeone and Conch also joined the top four. Judging from the distribution of market share, there are a large number of small enterprise products in the domestic men's shirt market. In particular, many large brands now use the OEM model. Many foundries also sell their products to the outside world in order to increase the profits of the company. Some even open stores on the e-commerce platform. With the production experience of big brand men's shirts, the quality of the men's shirts they sell and sell are not bad. As shown in Figure 1 , since the equipment needed to produce a male shirt is a mass-produced device, each company can be well compatible, so the sunk cost is relatively low when the company exits the market. From the point of view of dismissal expenses, since the production of men's shirts is a capital-intensive industry, automation equipment is everywhere in the factory, so the dismissal costs are relatively low. Finally, the government has not deliberately embarrassed those companies that are ready to withdraw from the market. Overall, due to the middle of the industry, a large number of clothing companies want the men's shirt industry to have their own market share. This further proves that the current market for male shirts is highly competitive.
Market Conduct Analysis
The domestic male shirt market behavior refers to the general market behavior of the industry from the middle level of the male shirt industry in the domestic market, rather than just examining the market behavior of a single enterprise. In the domestic men's shirt market, companies mainly adopt price behavior and organizational adjustment behavior as the source of marketing revenue growth.
Nowadays, the gap between many men's shirt brands in the domestic market is very small. Many brands want to find a difference in the men's shirt industry and need to find another way. And because the current market concentration is too low, the competition is too fierce, and the price has become the dominant factor affecting market share.
Price Behavior
It is not the analysis of a certain enterprise in the industry, but the price behavior of several male shirt companies can be roughly obtained: price discount, promotion pricing and differential pricing. Among them, price discount and promotional pricing are the two main price behaviors in the domestic men's shirt market.
From the sales data of the domestic e-commerce platform, the unit price of men's shirts averaged 87.06 yuan / piece, the unit price decreased by 7.76% compared with the previous year, as shown in Table 6 : While the sales of men's shirts on the e-commerce platform have dropped sharply, the online sales prices of various brands have also been correspondingly reduced to reduce the negative impact of market fluctuations. However, from the perspective of the domestic male shirt market, the scale has not shrunk, which may be related to the offline market, and there is no excessive research here.
Organizational Adjustment Behavior
Corporate mergers and acquisitions are a common corporate organizational adjustment behavior. Corporate mergers and acquisitions have a great impact on the market structure. The general clothing enterprises not only manage the male shirts, so the analysis of the mergers and acquisitions needs to be combined with the strategic perspective of the apparel enterprises. The products under the brand are related. From the perspective of the entire men's lining industry, many companies have had mergers and acquisitions. In the case of Youngor, in 2007, Kellwood and its wholly-owned subsidiary Kellwood Asia Limited were acquired. Kellwood's core business is clothing, which is well known internationally. Similar mergers and acquisitions also existed with other companies, such as Joeone in 2010 acquired the Italian brand VIGANO China's general agent.
Corporate mergers and acquisitions are a strategic move by the company in its operations. In the men's shirt industry, due to fierce competition, every company wants to find the next growth point. "Price war" is not a long-term solution, so these companies need to find the difference between men's shirts. The acquisition of outstanding companies will undoubtedly bring the most direct help to the company, such as the design style of men's shirts, fabric materials, brand style and so on.
Performance Analysis of Domestic Men's Shirt Market
The domestic male shirt market performance refers to the resource allocation and benefit distribution status formed by the domestic male shirt industry through the market behavior of the male shirt enterprise under the certain male shirt market structure. Since the relevant data in resource allocation efficiency is extremely difficult to obtain, it is only analyzed from the profit level and technological progress.
Profit Level
From the perspective of microeconomics, in the complete competitive market structure, the sign of optimal allocation of resource allocation is that all enterprises in the industry can only obtain normal profits, and the profit rate among enterprises tends to be consistent. In the domestic men's shirt market, because it is difficult to obtain a separate profit margin for a specific brand of men's shirts, the clothing profit levels of several brands in the men's shirt market are used here as a reference. As can be seen from Table 7 above, Youngor's net profit, which ranks first in the domestic men's shirt market, has decreased by 18.13% year-on-year. Not only that, but the net profit opened has also been decreasing. The Septwolves has a slightly higher margin of profit due to its lower share in the men's shirt market. But from a long-term perspective, if there is no major change in the market, the profit margin of the Septwolves will tend to stabilize.
Technological Progress
In recent years, the technological progress of the garment industry has been very rapid, as has been the case in the field of men's shirts. As a leading company, Youngor has obtained more than 80 patents. From 1995 to now, there are 8 invention patents in the field of men's shirts. Other companies have also made innovations and technological breakthroughs in fabrics and cutting. In general, these technologies and breakthroughs are mainly for the sake of their own brand of men's shirts can be different from other brands, to create their own selling points. From the current point of view, domestic male shirt brands still have some gaps in design styles and foreign brands.
Conclusion
This paper uses the market structure-conduct-performance framework to study the domestic men's shirt market and draws the following conclusions: At present, the domestic male shirt market structure is a competitive market structure, and the competition is fierce; the average single piece of men's shirts in the domestic market Prices are gradually decreasing; large companies have mergers and acquisitions; the profit rate of the men's shirt market is gradually averaging the average profit rate; each manufacturer is positive in terms of technological innovation.
